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Rejection Letter File
F.U. Haiku
Somebody once dared to send
Stephen Susco a rejection letter.
Years later, Susco responds —
in haiku.
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On the Road to Shermer
Brian McQuery kicks off this
trip through John Hughes’ films
by finding out what inspired Los
Angeles’ Gallery 1988’s exhibit.
The Entire Gallery 1988 Exhibit
“The Road to Shermer”
Swipe through this fantastic
exhibit.
Creating Shermer
Brian McQuery looks into
the process of creating
select pieces for “The Road
to Shermer.”
This Is Gallery 1988
By Brian McQuery
A look at the history behind
Los Angeles’ preeminent popculture art gallery reveals that it
sprang up as an attack on less
formidable pieces found at 		
Bed, Bath & Beyond.
Tune Up
“Silence! The Musical”
Jon and Al Kaplan, the
composers behind the world’s
only Silence of the Lambs musical,
share early versions of their
songs and discuss the creation
of their cult hit.
By Jeff Bond
Staged
A New Vintage of “Sideways”
Writer Rex Pickett discusses
turning his acclaimed novel into
a play, which you can read in
full right here.
By David Somerset
The Pat Hobby Stories
An Introduction
Insight into the history behind
F. Scott Fitzgerald’s “Pat Hobby
Stories” right before you
can read one of them.
By Jeff Goldsmith



Teamed With Genius
by F. Scott Fitzgerald
Now you can read the classic
Pat Hobby story.
Off the Shelf
Bessie
A look into Richard Kelly’s
unproduced project Bessie. Kelly
took his script off the shelf and
now it’s yours to read.
By Jeff Goldsmith.
Sundance Short
The Arm
A trio of first-time writerdirectors snag Sundance
comedy honors with their
short film, The Arm. Learn
how it was made and read their
script. By Jenelle Riley



Cinema Obscura
Mr. Nobody
How does a massive, mindbending sci-fi masterpiece
fall through the cracks? Peter
Debruge gets to the bottom
of what happened to Jaco
Van Dormael’s rarely viewed
magnum opus — plus — Van
Dormael shares the complete
production draft of his script.
Blacklist Tales
The Founding Father
The Black List’s creator,
Franklin Leonard, discusses
the list’s inception, his love for
screenwriters and why he hopes
his new website will change the
industry. By Danny Musno
Blacklist Tales:
Strange Skies
Actor-turned-writer Pat Healy
discusses adapting the novel
“Strange Skies,” which landed
him on the fabled Black List.
Read the interview — plus the
entire script. By Danny Munso



TV VCR’d
Space Ghost Coast to Coast
Space Ghost doesn’t care if
you’ve never seen Space Ghost.
He’ll still be your friend. Ethan
Teller interviews the creative
forces behind this irreverent ’90s
show that you should take
another look at.
TV DVR’d
United Stats of America
Comedian brothers Randy
and Jason Sklar launch a new
TV show that prides itself on
geeking out on stats.
By Adam Stovall
Modem
The Random Adventures
of Brandon Generator
Writer-director Edgar Wright
partners with Microsoft for an
interactive short film series
where the audience can feed
ideas to a blocked writer who
then uses them in his short
films. Read the interview plus
watch the first two episodes.
By Danny Munso



The Actor
Jeffrey Combs
Jeff Bond chronicles the long,
strange journey of Jeffrey
Combs and his epic one-man
show honoring Edgar Allen
Poe – “Nevermore.” This fully
interactive piece features video,
script excerpts, original Poe
prose, poems and more.
The Director
Barry Sonnenfeld
As Men in Black 3 hits
theaters, the director looks
back on his career and discusses
his craft. By David Somerset
The Producer
Craig Perry
Danny Munso decodes some
of the successful habits that led
producer Craig Perry’s films past
the billion-dollar mark at the
worldwide box office. Perry also
shares tons of ephemera ranging
from script notes, tales from the
trenches and photos.



Ink Tales
Heart
First-time comic writer Blair
Butler and her artist partner in
crime, Kevin Mellon, create the
first mixed-martial-arts comic.
By Danny Munso
A Winning Combination
Inside The 2011 Nicholl Fellowship
An in-depth profile with the
writers of the five winning
scripts that beat out more
than 5,000 entries for the
2011 Nicholl Fellowship.
Read winning excerpts, plus an
entire script. by Sean Kennelly
No Joke
Shawn Pelofsky
A profile and insider’s look into
the world of stand-up comedy,
with video of Pelofsky’s routines.
By Jeff Goldsmith
Cover Story
Prometheus
Co-writers John Spaihts and
Damon Lindelof explain how they
kickstarted the Alien franchise
By Jeff Goldsmith



Current Cinema
Abraham Lincoln: Vampire Hunter
Novelist Seth Grahame-Smith
dons screenwriting duties as
he brings his tome “Abraham
Lincoln: Vampire Hunter”
to the big screen.
By Jenelle Riley
Current Cinema
Battleship
Tony Horkins gets to the
bottom of finding out which of
the Hoeber brothers sank his…
Current Cinema
Brave
Pixar ventures into its first fairy
tale with the Scotland-set Brave.
Co-writer-director Mark Andrews
and the head of the story
department, Steve Purcell,
take us behind the scenes.
By Danny Munso
Current Cinema
The Dictator
Jenelle Riley chats with comedy
writers Alec Berg, David Mandel
and Jeff Schaffer about cowriting with comedian Sacha
Baron Cohen on his latest film.
Current Cinema
God Bless America
Bobcat Goldthwait skewers pop
culture in a bloody funny fantasy.
By Jenelle Riley
Current Cinema
Safety Not Guaranteed
Scribe Derek Connolly makes
his Sundance award-winning
feature debut based on a quirky
classified ad. By Jeff Goldsmith
Current Cinema
Sound of My Voice
Peter Debruge falls under the
influence of one of the most
original and suspenseful lowbudget films this year as he
chats with co-writer-director
Zal Batmanglij and co-writer-star
Brit Marling. Watch the film’s
first 12 minutes and read a
script excerpt.
Spoilers and All
Cabin in the Woods
Co-writer-director Drew
Goddard spills the beans on the
decision-making process behind
the film’s most important scenes.
By Jeff Goldsmith
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